Voting Solutions for All People (VSAP): Creating the Voting Experience of the Future

December 11 – Mock Election & Pilot Program
Mock Election - Overview

- **September 28 & 29** – 50 locations
- First opportunity for promote countwide
- Partnered with media, cites & CBOs
Mock Election - Observations

BMD & ISB user interface positive
Seniors found BMD easy to use
Audio & accessible ballot positive

New sense of “community”
Flow of information smooth
Consistent messaging is key
Mock Election – Lessons Learned

Enhance “More” button
Improve signage
Improve layout, set-up of BMDs
Refine Election Worker training
Streamline internal processes
Continue working to promote
November 5 – 12 jurisdictions locations

Differences: precincts, no ISB, ePollbook not online

Voters had choice of InkaVote or BMDs
November Pilot - Observations

Improve chain of custody, procedures
Better messaging for voters
Voter interface, handling of ballot
November Pilot – Lessons Learned

Improve transportation model

Volume revealed BAM printer issue

ePollbook signature interface

Comes down to training